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WHY DO WE NEED A COLLECTION 
OF ACTIVE TRANSPORTATION BEST 

PRACTICES?
This LIFE CYCLE study presents a collection of active transportation best practices from 
around the world.  It is intended to provide food for thought to European traffic planners as 
they seek solutions to reduce the personal, social and economic costs of insufficient physi-
cal activity in their communities. We have created a new kind of human, homo sedens, the 
sedentary being. This is the result of intense work carried out throughout the 20th century 
by homo sapiens to create a society which does not need to move to meet most of its daily 
needs. We now have machines and systems to convey us, prepare our food, do hard physi-
cal labor, and give us entertainment. The result is that only very small proportions of the popu-
lations of most countries do enough physical activity to promote and maintain good health and 
fitness. The epidemic of inactivity in everyday life throughout western industrialized countries 
is the result of the effort put into producing these sedentary lifestyles. Research shows that 
the majority of people do not meet minimum recommendations for physical activity, and a 
significant minority reports doing very little or no physical activity at all.

What’s Wrong With not being active?
Low levels of physical activity are associated with higher rates of disease and premature 
death. A comprehensive list of the health conditions related to an inactive lifestyle is beyond 
the scope of this article. However among the host of ill-effects of a sedentary lifestyle, most 
attention has been given to the worst problems, obesity and cardiovascular disease, for which 
inactivity is a causal factor.

economic costs
The personal, social and economic costs of death, disease, disability, and lost quality of life 
due to insufficient physical activity are extremely high. Estimates of the economic and health 
burden of low levels of physical activity are staggering:

• In Switzerland, insufficient physical activity costs about 2.4 billion Swiss francs each year, 
and causes 1.4 million cases of disease and 2000 premature deaths each year.

• The price of inactive lifestyles in Belgium was estimated to approach 3.7 billion euro per 
year in 2003. 

• In the uk, estimates for direct and indirect costs of obesity in 1998 were 2.6 billion pounds 
Sterling.

• For the Eu as a whole, the annual costs of cardiovascular disease were estimated at 180 
billion euro for treatment and lost goods and services due to premature death and disability.

These costs will increase dramatically with the ageing of the population unless effective action 
is taken to get Europeans of all ages on the move.

a little bit of physical activity
Research has shown that regular physical activity is associated with increased levels of fitness 
and health benefits. Compared to those with low fitness, even a moderate level of fitness of-
fers protective health effects to smokers and non-smokers, those with high or normal BP, body 
weight or cholesterol levels. The cost-effectiveness of preventing physical inactivity has been 
calculated. The promotion of physical activity is a key public health measure to be adopted for 
the prevention of cardiovascular disease. It is safe to assume that enormous cost savings to 
the medical care system in the Eu and its member states could be achieved if sedentary adults 
increased their level of physical activity. Thus the public health challenge is to get people moving.

hoW much and What kind of activity do We need to do to 
have health benefits?
There are numerous benefits to physical and mental health and well-being which are related to
doing regular moderate intensity activity. With just a modest increase in daily physical activity,
most people could make significant improvements in their health and quality of life.

• The total amount of moderate to vigorous physical activity should be 30 minutes per day to 
achieve health benefits.

• As little as 3-8 minutes of moderate intensity physical activity can be beneficial to health. 
This can include walking briskly, bicycling, stair-climbing, if the total is at least 30 minutes 
per day.

• Physical activity can be accumulated at any time of the day. Moderate to vigorous physical 
activity can take place as transport (for example walking or cycling to and from work), during 
work (stair climbing, walking & cycling).

Researchers have generally agreed that the total amount of energy that a person expends is 
related to physical health, rather than the type of activity or the context in which it takes place. 
An Institute of Medicine report makes explicitly clear that physical activity can be done at any 
time of the day, at work or play, at home, or on the way to and from any daily activities.

To be of benefit to public health, interventions must be directed at the level of the entire 
population, because it is not possible to change the health of populations by working with 
individuals one by one.

What is being done noW
There are many things that have been done throughout Europe to promote healthy physical 
activity and which have health benefits. Several countries including the Netherlands, Finland, 
Slovenia and Denmark have national policies on physically active transport. Many municipali-
ties have worked out policies for the promotion of cycling (e.g. Cities for Cyclists, Workgroup 
Cycling Friendly Cities, Municipalities and Counties in Northrhine-Westfalia e.v., Trondheim 
Package, Bicycle Friendly Troisdorf, Finland’s Network of Cycling Municipalities). Schemes 
which have been reported in the scientific literature to demonstrably increased bicycle use in 
Europe include Basel, Bolzano, Delft, Graz, Hanover, and Munster (Oja, 2002).  Other exam-
ples of programs dedicated to increasing physical activity though healthy types of everyday 
transport in Europe are documented by the W.H.O. (2002):

In udine, Italy students, parents and teachers mapped out safe routes for children to walk and 
cycle to school. In different communities throughout the uk, one can find the “Walking Bus,” 
an adult supervised group walk to school and schools; and students have lessons highlight-
ing active forms of transportation.

In Jyvaskyla, Finland, elderly residents are provided free transport to the swimming pool. In 
Helsingborg, Sweden, specific information is provided to car commuters to support them get-
ting to work by bicycle, such as more signposting of cycle paths, free maps of cycle paths, 
and guarded bicycle parking. In Brussels, Belgium, and several other Eu cities  bicycles can 
be transported on public transportation free of charge. These actions promoting the devel-
opment of regular, everyday physical activity could be expanded and copied or adapted in 
other cities. A number of cities and towns around the world have shown that it is possible to 
create more opportunities to move for health. In Paris, France, riverside avenues are closed 
to car traffic during the summer, and are filled with walkers, skaters and bicyclists. In Geneva, 
Switzerland, the Red Cross loans bicycles to the public free of charge. On annual “Car-Free 
days”, when the city streets are closed to car traffic in various cities throughout Europe, the 
streets are filled with cyclists, pedestrians and other human-powered transportation.1

1 Large portions of this text were adapted from the introduction to the doctoral dissertation on “Health Enhancing Physical Activity: Measure-
ment and determinants of daily activity at home, work, travel and leisure” by Randy Rzewnicki, 2003.
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practical explanation
This study presents a collection of active transportation best practices, grouped by target 
audiences. Each best practice case in this document includes a brief description of the initia-
tive and a link to the full case on the ELTIS portal. Readers of this digital document must be 
connected to the internet to access the additional information. Clicking on the link for the case 
study where one can learn the location, main partners and the dates of activity. All cases pro-
vide a contact point for further information and many include links to additional documentation 
or resources.

applicability of these best practice cases to your context
Several issues may limit the applicability of these best practice cases to your context including:
• The degree of a ‘bike culture’ where you are: there is likely to be higher response in places 

where it is more congested and there is greater empathy for cyclists.
• Some are battling against an entrenched car culture.
• Some places have more programs and policies supportive of cycling already in place e.g. 

local or regional development, master plans, a national approach
• In some countries states and/or provinces compete with national bodies. This can be com-

pared with the countries with robust national programs and funding provided directly to local 
authorities

STuDY BRIEF, SCOPE AND METHODOLOGY
As part of LIFE CYCLE, consortium partners undertook a desk-top review of international re-
search and practice related to active transportation practices to be done primarily via internet/
web research. 

The research was to provide a current ‘snapshot’ view of best international practice. 
The scope of research was to include updates on programs from anywhere in the world which 
could be relevant to applications in Europe. The results of the research were collected in this 
manual, with web site links and relevant material provided in electronic format.

The scope was primarily limited to:
• desktop research mainly via the internet
• review with a focus on cycling related activities, though a wide range of other forms of daily 

active transport were also considered, and where relevant included. 
• review of programs for the most part for adults, schools & children, especially those with 

health and transport benefits
• Review of programs and actions primarily designed to stimulate increased daily physical 

activity, rather than infra-structure or enforcement, policy or other governmental domains. 

The study methodology was to review selected data base collections of materials in English,
including ELTIS, CIVITAS, Vianova, EPOMM, WHO, Transport Canada and the proceedings of 
the Velo City conference in Munich 2007. The LIFE CYCLE partners searched their own da-
tabases and used their respective networks for the best practice review as well. Additionally, 
the European Cyclists’ Federation (ECF) invited over 50 of its member organizations to submit 
examples of activities they found worthy of consideration as Best Practices.

It should be noted that this research relied almost exclusively on the reports made by oth-
ers about the activities. No attempt was made to verify the data. A significant number of the 
cases included were rewritten and or updated by Dr Randy Rzewnicki, project manager for 
LIFE CYCLE at ECF. In the process of that work, some cases were excluded due to being out 
of date, unavailability of contact info, or unsatisfactory reports from the source organization 
about the project.

acknoWledgements
The best practice handbook arises from the project LIFE CYCLE which has received funding 
from the European union, in the framework of the Public Health Programme.

In addition, addition, thanks go out to the people who provided correct and up-to-date infor-
mation to make these case studies useful and relevant. They include the authors and con-
tacts from each case-study and their invaluable support staff. We are most grateful for your 
support. 

disclaimer
This publication, entitled “ACTIVE TRANSPORTATION BEST PRACTICES,” was prepared by 
the LIFE CYCLE consortium partners to provide information about active transportation.

The information contained herein was compiled based on the current active transportation 
and public health environment at the time of writing and is subject to change as the transpor-
tation and public health environments evolve.

Many cases have links to additional information and a list of resources is provided on the last 
pages of this document. 

It is important for readers to refer directly to this information and the supporting materials for 
full and complete information about individual cases.

We cannot take responsibility for the accuracy of the information reported here, as it is a 
compilation of case studies and reports prepared by others. 
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In this project, an interactive traffic game ‘B-game’ is developed, the purpose of which is to 
give children knowledge and understanding of potentially dangerous situations as cyclists 
in traffic and to strengthen mobility of children and the bicycle as their transport choice. The 
interactive game also teaches children about distances, speed and motion traffic through 
a number of planned and structured video sequences to make the situation as real as 
possible. The game is also is not to build on rules and regulations, but more on changing 
behaviour in traffic. read more >

The VCL bicycle safety course aims for parents to set good examples and moderate expecta-
tions of their children. What is easy for parents can be difficult for children. Since 2004, and 
still in 2009, it helps parents to rediscover cycling for transportation and actively contributes to 
a safe and independent transport for children. read more >

From February to July 2007 the 14 kindergarten groups in Weiz worked on the topic ‘cycling’ 
as part of a mobility education program for children, their parents and teachers. Partners 
were The school & municipal community councilors. read more >

This national project seeks to promote cycling among school children with a yearly cycling 
campaign with the duration of two weeks during September. Schools from all over Denmark 
takes part of this campaign. read more > 

As part of the efforts to persuade its employees to switch to alternative modes of transport, 
the Styrian Public Health Insurance Fund (Gkk) organised a cycling party for all of its employ-
ees and their families. read more >

INTERACTIVE TRAFFIC TRAINING FOR 
CHILDREN (DENMARk, ODENSE)

BICYCLE SAFETY COuRSE Safe in the 
Saddle FOR CHILDREN AND PARENTS
(LIECHTENSTEIN)

kINDERGARTEN MOBILITY PROGRAMME
(WEIz, AuSTRIA)

ALL kIDS ARE CYCLING
(DENMARk)

COMPANY CYCLING PARTY
(GRAz, AuSTRIA)

The “Elterntaxi” (parents taxi) is an initiative started by “zwei plus zwei” Marketing GmbH a 
company in Cologne . It is an environmentally friendly campaign that gives an alternative to 
the use of private cars. Families with young school children (between the age of 6 and 10) 
are provided with tandems which they can use over a period of two weeks. The children learn 
how to behave in road traffic and parents and children are physically active. In 2007 the state 
wide campaign was started in Berlin in March. News papers and TV stations reported about 
the popular initiative. read more >

Physical activity should be a normal part of growing up as it builds the foundation for a healthy 
life. It’s beneficial for both parents and children.

Physical activity can:
• Help children feel better, learn more, and handle stress.
• Build healthy muscles and bones.
• Help family members control their weight and prevent obesity.

The example of a physically active lifestyle which is provided by parents, grandparents, and 
other adults is critical, as they model these behaviors for children. Parents can provide healthy 
forms of mobility in the family. But parents need and can make good use of wide and varied 
support in establishing these healthy lifestyles that may be continued into adulthood.

This section focuses on programs and activities for parents and families as a primary group for 
influencing youth by identifying example which help young people adopt and maintain a physi-
cally active lifestyle. The projects described here were implemented by NGOs of varied sizes, 
as well as local, regional, and national administrations and other organizations. It includes 
actions and programs for parents, caregivers, and youth to encourage and increase daily 
physical activity, such as “Safe in the Saddle for children & parents” in Lichtenstein where the 
parents & grandparents are key parts of the training. Many of these activities increase oppor-
tunities for daily physical activity by encouraging children to walk or cycle to and from school, 
such as the national “Bike IT” campaign in the uk. Here one sees how partners can work to 
create an environment that is supportive of youth walking and bicycling safely.

Cases appearing in other sections of this collection may also be useful to families and youth, 
such as cycle training for seniors that allows them to visit family & grandchildren. 

In 2005, 2 500 children in 18 schools in the municipality of Linköping walked and cycled to 
school during 8 weeks. Participating children kept a travel diary noting down the number of 
kilometres walked or cycled. read more >

IN GERMANY PARENTS BRING THEIR 
CHILDREN TO SCHOOL ON TANDEMS

BEST PRACTICES FOR FAMILIES

CYCLE AND WALk TO SCHOOL 
(MuNICIPALITY OF LINköPING, SWEDEN)

http://www.eltis.org/study_sheet.phtml?study_id=1108&lang1=en
http://www.eltis.org/study_sheet.phtml?study_id=2137&lang1=en
http://www.eltis.org/study_sheet.phtml?study_id=2124&lang1=en
http://www.eltis.org/study_sheet.phtml?study_id=1812&lang1=en
http://www.eltis.org/study_sheet.phtml?study_id=1491&lang1=en
http://www.eltis.org/study_sheet.phtml?study_id=1475&lang1=en
http://www.eltis.org/study_sheet.phtml?study_id=1590&lang1=en
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Siauliai begins an innovative and positive cycling school for children that gives free access to 
bicycles and encourages an active and healthy lifestyle. read more >

In order to reduce air pollution and traffic jams in school surroundings and to improve chil-
dren’s physical condition, independence and traffic safety along school routes, since 2002 
the region of Greater Nantes promotes the introduction of cycling school buses or Vélobus. 
In 2002, the Greater Nantes Region initiated the project Vélobus or cycling school bus in four 
primary schools where they started 20 cycling school buses. The school buses were organ-
ised on Saturdays when traffic is less heavy. In total, 40 voluntary companions (parents and 

Schools and kindergartens play a key role both in establishing and supporting regular healthy 
lifestyles that may be continued into adulthood.  Being physically active throughout childhood 
is a critical feature of children’s social, physical and mental development. Some serious dis-
eases of later life have their origins in youth or childhood. 

Daily physical activity helps:
• build and maintain healthy bones, muscles, and joints. 
• prevent obesity, control weight, build lean muscle, and reduce fat. 
• youth learn more, handle stress and feel better.

This section focuses cases that help parents, care-givers, teachers, principals, and others 
adopt, increase and maintain physical activity among elementary and middle school-aged 
youth. The projects described here were implemented by NGOs of varied sizes, as well as 
local, regional, and national administrations and other organizations.  

What’s special about schools? Childrens’ daily transport to school is where they establish daily 
routines and habits. As well as learning while in school, they learn by doing while travelling to 
and from school, and after-school activities too. Over 30 cases are included here, from primary 
and secondary schools in Estonia to Espana, as well as kindergartens from Italy to Scandinavia.

A few of the exceptional examples in this section are:
• “Mobility Management for kindergartens” in Graz, Austria which uses stories, emotion, and 

pedal-free bikes to get kids excited about cycling. 
• A citywide school travel plan in York, uk running for over 10 years now.
• “On the move to school”  an active transportation program for children in Canada which will 

soon be in all parts of the province of Quebec.  

CYCLING SCHOOL IN LITHuANIA

VélobuS OR CYCLING TRAIN
(GREATER NANTES REGION, FRANCE)

PRIMARY SCHOOLS

teachers) joined the pilot project involving 130 pupils. Results show that on average, school 
routes are 2 kilometres long and take 10 to 20 minutes to cycle. Figures of 2006 indicate 
cycling school buses are being organised in 14 municipalities and 30 schools in the Greater 
Nantes Region involving 762 school children. read more >

The campaign Safe and environment friendly to School realises up to 29 % more sustain-
able trips! During the year 2004-2005, a total number of approximately 76.800 pupils, 5.500 
teachers, 3.900 classes and 55.500 parents have engaged themselves to let the car stay at 
home for at least one week. read more >

In this project, Travel Plans were developed for schools in the London Borough of Camden, 
producing a travel to school incentive scheme fresh Start that rewards and encourages travel 
by sustainable modes, including walking, cycling, public transport, school bus, or car sharing. 
The project started in January 2004 and is still ongoing. read more >

In this awareness raising campaign people have been convinced to shift short car trips to-
wards cycling and walking. The health and fitness idea namely the personal benefit was the 
successful approach. Project implemented by: austrian Mobility Research and Merkur Versi-
cherung. read more >

To promote the tradition of cycling, since 2003 the municipality of Aalborg has worked with 
civic groups, school officials, teachers & police, and others to promote a synergy effect of soft 
measures, technology & infrastructure to change the mean transport toward more cycling. 
Ongoing in 2007. read more >

SAFE AND ENVIRONMENT FRIENDLY TO 
SCHOOL: the tRaffic Snake (BELGIuM)

WALk TO SCHOOL INCENTIVE SCHEME
(uk, LONDON-CAMDEN)

TRANSFER OF PHYSICAL ACTIVITIES 
INTO EVERYDAY ROuTINE

ESTABLISHING A CuLTuRE OF CYCLING 
IN CHILDHOOD (AALBORG, DENMARk)

BEST PRACTICES FOR SCHOOLS

http://www.eltis.org/study_sheet.phtml?study_id=1642&lang1=en
http://www.eltis.org/study_sheet.phtml?study_id=1585&lang1=en
http://www.eltis.org/study_sheet.phtml?study_id=784&lang1=en
http://www.eltis.org/study_sheet.phtml?study_id=712&lang1=en
http://eltis.org/study_sheet.phtml?study_id=734&lang1=en
http://eltis.org/study_sheet.phtml?study_id=2513&lang1=en
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The trento by bike game is part of an awareness raising project aimed to encourage students 
to bicycle to school in Trento. The trento Mobility Service collaborates on the game with a 
consultant as part of a private car and traffic reduction scheme. Delivered 2008, ongoing in 
2009. read more >

To raise teachers, parents & students awareness to the benefits of daily cycling in 2003-04 
activities, workshops, & info sessions were started. The best routes for cyclists around the 
high schools were determined and shared. Safe bike parking and improved safety on the 
school routes were a focus. read more >

On 1st April 2004, the Bikes 4 Schools scheme was launched in the London Borough of Rich-
mond upon Thames. It involved the supply of Cannondale bikes to schools in the borough. The 
concept is to help teachers to actively commute and lead by example! read more >

In 2005, 2 500 children in 18 schools in the municipality of Linköping walked and cycled to 
school during 8 weeks. Participating children kept a travel diary noting down the number of 
kilometres walked or cycled. read more >

tRento bY bike –
A BIkE MOBILITY GAME FROM ITALY

coMe to high School bY bicYcle 
CAMPAIGN IN BARCELONA

bikeS 4 SchoolS (uk, LONDON BOROuGH 

OF RICHMOND uPON THAMES)

CYCLE AND WALk TO SCHOOL 
(MuNICIPALITY OF LINköPING, SWEDEN)

Getting teenage girls back on their bikes by showing them that you can look and feel good 
while cycling, is the aim of a new project being introduced in March 2007 by Sustrans uk and 
the Body Shop at several schools in the city of Exeter (uk). read more >

BEAuTY AND THE BIkE: CYCLING 
PROJECT FOR ADOLESCENT GIRLS

(CITY OF ExETER, uk)

SECONDARY SCHOOLS

GENERAL

This national project seeks to promote cycling among school children with a yearly cycling 
campaign with the duration of two weeks during September. Schools from all over Denmark 
takes part of this campaign. read more >

In 2006-2007, The Regional Environmental Centre for Eastern and Central Europe (Estonia) 
organized a golden boot campaign for Estonian school pupils, which aimed to encourage 
sustainable travel for the journey-to-school trip. read more >

Bike It is a nationwide pilot scheme to encourage more children and parents to cycle to school 
& to raise the percentage of schoolchildren doing so. Since May 2004 Bike It Officers work with 
schools, bicycle industry, Cycling England & Dept for Transport. Ongoing in 2009. read more > 

In 1996 the WHO healthy cities project started a school mobility project in order to motivate 
children in udine go to school on foot, by cycle or by public transport instead of being brought 
by their parents in private cars. Thereby the children’s autonomy and their physical activity 
should be increased. Furthermore the project leaders wanted to reach a decrease in air pollu-
tion and a reduction of the risk of disease deriving from polluting agents. read more >

Green-Schools is an international environmental education programme one of whose main 
themes is promoting sustainable transport for travel to school, a theme that is currently being 
piloted in the Dublin area. read more >

ALL kIDS ARE CYCLING
(DENMARk)

THE golden boot CAMPAIGN
(ESTONIA)

bike it: A uk TRAVEL BEHAVIOuR 
CHANGE PROJECT

GO TO SCHOOL ON FOOT, BY CYCLE 
OR BY BuS (uDINE, ITALY)

THE GREEN-SCHOOLS INITIATIVE
(DuBLIN, IRELAND)

http://www.eltis.org/study_sheet.phtml?study_id=2191&lang1=en
http://www.eltis.org/study_sheet.phtml?study_id=720&lang1=en
http://www.eltis.org/study_sheet.phtml?study_id=1590&lang1=en
http://www.eltis.org/study_sheet.phtml?study_id=1663&lang1=en
http://www.eltis.org/study_sheet.phtml?study_id=1812&lang1=en
http://www.eltis.org/study_sheet.phtml?study_id=1530&lang1=en
http://www.eltis.org/study_sheet.phtml?study_id=1461&lang1=en
http://www.eltis.org/study_sheet.phtml?study_id=1456&lang1=en
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SchoolWaY.net is a national wide pilot project to implement mobility management measures 
at schools all over Austria. The overall objective is to encourage school children, teachers and 
parents to use more sustainable modes, especially walking and cycling, when travelling to 
and from school. read more >

active & Safe Routes to School (aSRtS) promotes safety and healthy physical activity, and 
enirvonmentally sustainable transporation to and from school. In fall 2004 the aSRtS started 
the program iWalk club. It’s goals is to encourage pupils to walk to school for developing 
their own mobility competence. read more >

Children may become involved in Travel Plans through adding it to their curriculum. They could 
feel a sense of ownership of the Travel Plans if they help to compile the data and present it 
using tables and graphs, etc. read more >

The aim was to quantify to what extent a difficult travelling environment influences the modal 
choice of parents and to take action accordingly. Partners will continue the work after the 
MOST project. read more >

The Walking Wednesday-project is one of the measures the London Borough of Richmond 
upon Thames introduced to improve the safety of the street environment for school children, 
as well as to increase the number of school children who walk, cycle or use public transport 
to get to their school. In this project, pupils receive a simple badge rewards pupils walking 
to school every Wednesday. In addition to badges all participants receive a free high quality 
Walking Wednesday certificate. read more >

SchoolWaY.net – IMPLEMENTING 
MOBILITY MANAGEMENT MEASuRES AT 

SCHOOLS (AuSTRIA)

MOTIVATING PuPILS TO WALk AND 
CYCLE TO SCHOOL (CANADA)

SCHOOL TRAVEL PLANS
(GLASGOW)

PROMOTING CYCLING AND WALkING
 FOR JOuRNEYS TO THREE 

NEIGHBOuRING SCHOOLS IN SuRREY (uk)

WALkING AND SCHOOL TRAVEL PLANS 
(uk, LONDON BOROuGH OF RICHMOND uPON THAMES)

To increase the travel awareness of school’s staff, parents and pupils, thereby seeking to 
change the manner in which schools are accessed. read more >

Sustran’s links to Schools project started in 2002 and in 2009 local authorities across Eng-
land are still working with us to connect schools and their communities to the national cycle 
network. From new cycle routes to pedestrian crossings, all provide the safe routes needed 
to cycle & walk to school. read more >

The Sustrans Safe Routes to Schools project began in 1995 as a three year pilot scheme with 
ten partner schools in four local authority areas: York, Leeds, Colchester and Hampshire. In 
1998 it was extended to run until 2001. The project has also been expanded to include a uk 
wide information service, publications and exchange of good practice. read more >

York’s Bike IT officer creates a cycling culture using assemblies & classroom sessions, skills 
sessions, cycle workshops, & bike to school for reward schemes, such as a Virtual tour de 
france. Partners include schools & local authorities. Ongoing in 2009. read more >

SCHOOL TRAVEL PLANNING

WALkING & CYCLING TO SCHOOLS: 
linkS to SchoolS IN THE uk

SAFE ROuTES TO SCHOOLS (uk)

CITYWIDE CYCLING TO SCHOOL AND 
BIkE IT VIRTuAL TOuR DE FRANCE
(YORk, uk)

Launched in 2005, it will be in every region of Quebec by 2010. This project will provide more 
involvement with municipal technicians training them in facilities design to support implemen-
tation of school travel plans, while continuing education and encouragement activities in the 
schools. read more >

on the MoVe to School (CANADA)

In 2005, 2 500 children in 18 schools in the municipality of Linköping walked and cycled to 
school during 8 weeks. Participating children kept a travel diary noting down the number of 
kilometres walked or cycled. read more >

CYCLE AND WALk TO SCHOOL 
(MuNICIPALITY OF LINköPING, SWEDEN)

http://www.eltis.org/study_sheet.phtml?study_id=1341&lang1=en
http://www.eltis.org/study_sheet.phtml?study_id=1271&lang1=en
http://www.eltis.org/study_sheet.phtml?study_id=754&lang1=en
http://www.eltis.org/study_sheet.phtml?study_id=20&lang1=en
http://www.eltis.org/study_sheet.phtml?study_id=719&lang1=en
http://www.civitas-initiative.org/measure_sheet.phtml?lan=en&id=410
http://www.dft.gov.uk/pgr/sustainable/cycling/
http://eltis.org/study_sheet.phtml?study_id=533&lang1=en
http://www.euro.who.int/document/che/27UKweb.pdf
http://www.tc.gc.ca/programs/environment/UTSP/onthemovetoschool.htm
http://eltis.org/study_sheet.phtml?study_id=1590&lang1=en
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The network of road-safe cities in transport association Rhein-Sieg (VRS) does mobility-
education in schools, targeting children & teens. Examples of projects include: a puppet play 
promoting physical activity; bike-pooling; a school travel map. Ongoing in 2009. read more >

Cycling Solutions is a nonprofit community interest company (cic) i.e. created for people 
who want to conduct a business or other activity for community benefit and not purely for pri-
vate advantage. The community that Cycling Solutions aims to assist is defined as those who 
wish to cycle. They employ 36 people, all from the area where the company works, so they 
can cycle to and from work and their training sessions. The staff instructors are accredited. 
Ongoing in 2009, with no termination date. read more > 

The project encourages children to walk and cycle to school and to support the integration of 
the subject of traffic into school education. Started several years ago & 2008 saw over 2000 
kids involved and towns outside Göteborg asking how they can join in. Ongoing in 2009. 
read more > 

HOW kIDS DISCOVER THE WORLD
BY BIkE (GERMANY)

SOCIAL ENTERPRISE BuSINESS 
MODEL FOR CYCLE TRAINING AND 

PROMOTION (LIVERPOOL, uk)

on YouR oWn – WALk AND CYCLE TO 
SCHOOL IN GöTEBORG (SWEDEN)

Experts agree that for better health, physical activity should be performed regularly. This sec-
tion includes cases focusing on using active transport to work, to shop, and other daily mobil-
ity needs. 

Daily physical activity such as walking and cycling for transportation:
• Reduces risks from coronary heart disease and high blood pressure, cancers, and diabe-

tes. 
• Maintains healthy muscles, bones, and joints. 
• Improves sleep quality, mood and feelings of well-being as well as reduce anxiety and de-

pression symptoms.
• Helps control weight, develop lean muscle, and reduce body fat. 
• This section focuses on cases that help adults increase and maintain physical activity 

throughout daily life. 

The projects described here were implemented by NGOs of varied sizes, as well as local, 
regional, and national administrations and other organizations.  

Some examples in this section are:
• The hospital in the uk that promotes cycling on and off the job with folding bikes and bike 

holidays.
• A German city that considers itself “an automobile town” but took up the challenge of pro-

moting cycling.
• The “bike to shop” campaign flourishing across the north of Belgium.
• How Vienna keeps counting its cyclists while expanding their network of cycle tracks

Exceptionally, included here is one public health research report which asserts that cycling for 
daily transport is the best thing one can do for health. 

Still more cases involving adults can be found in the sections on families, and schools. 

CAMPAIGNS/AWARENESS RAISING PROJECTS

In this awareness raising campaign people have been convinced to shift short car trips to-
wards cycling and walking. The health and fitness idea namely the personal benefit was the 
successful approach. Project implemented by: austrian Mobility Research and Merkur Versi-
cherung. read more >

TRANSFER OF PHYSICAL ACTIVITIES 
INTO EVERYDAY ROuTINE

BEST PRACTICES FOR ADuLTS

http://eltis.org/study_sheet.phtml?study_id=2509&lang1=en
http://eltis.org/study_sheet.phtml?study_id=2190&lang1=en
http://eltis.org/study_sheet.phtml?study_id=2133&lang1=en
http://www.eltis.org/study_sheet.phtml?study_id=734&lang1=en
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In this awareness raising campaign people have been convinced to shift short car trips to-
wards cycling and walking. The health and fitness idea namely the personal benefit was the 
successful approach. read more >

In this awareness raising campaign people have been convinced to shift short car trips to-
wards cycling and walking. The health and fitness idea namely the personal benefit was the 
successful approach. read more >

In this awareness raising campaign people have been convinced to shift short car trips to-
wards cycling and walking. The health and fitness idea namely the personal benefit was the 
successful approach. read more >

Sandnes has about 56.000 inhabitants and lies in Norway. The city lies beneath a fjord and 
has a beautiful landscape. Next to the 100 km of coastline there is a fantastic recreation re-
dion. All these things make Sandnes to a perfect area for all kinds of outdoor activities. Never-
theless the population of the city is constantly growing and as Sandnes is the communication 
center of the region the volume of traffic increases constantly. read more >

This project was started in 2002 in Bern and it is one of the goals to motivate sportsmen to 
get to the sports facilities in an environmental friendly and healthy way. Thereby the individual 
traffic that occurs by going to and from sports arenas should be reduced by 5% to 10%.
read more >

love your bike promotes cycling in place of driving during people’s commutes into Manches-
ter. The project focuses on an interactive website where people can find out more information 
about cycling, get discounts at local bike shops, join an online community of cyclists and even 
complete a quiz to find out just how much they really do love their bike. read more >

Darlington has been awarded funding from the Department for Transport and Cycling England 
to become a showcase sustainable transport town. Darlington residents are benefiting from 
a step change in investment on measures to encourage people out of their cars and onto a 
bus, a bike or their feet! read more >

To foster the use of bicycles a bike-loan scheme provides easy access to bicycles for visitors 
and residents. The scheme has involved the installation of infrastructure for picking up and 
dropping off the bicycles. The city bike scheme implicates health-related and mobility benefits 
for individuals as well as for the city as a whole. read more >

The objective of this measure is to link up sections of the existing bike lanes to one and to fos-
ter bicycle use as an alternative means of transport. The bicycle was frequently used for sport 
but not as a means of daily transport. One of the most important challenges was therefore to 
change perceptions of the bicycle and the way it was used. read more >

Just to make it easier and more comfortable to ride a bike in krakow and to encourage in-
habitants to use bikes more frequently as a mode of transport to recreational areas of krakow 
particularly during the spring/summer season – this is the main purpose. New leisure related 
mobility services will enable to create a new cyclist friendly image of PT. read more >

TRAVEL AWARENESS RAISING 
CAMPAIGN i kYoto

(FLEMISH REGION, BELGIuM)

ENFORCING THE uSE OF BICYCLES 
(ODENSE, DENMARk)

MOBILITY MANAGEMENT AT THE ROYAL 
DEVON & ExETER HOSPITAL (uk)

INTEGRATED BICYCLE SYSTEM 
(SANDNES IN NORWAY)

GOING TO TRAINING uSING 
SuSTAINABLE TRANSPORT (SWITzERLAND)

loVe YouR bike! CAMPAIGN 
(MANCHESTER, uk)

do the local Motion IS 
SuSTAINABLE TRAVEL DEMONSTRATION 
TOWN (DARLINGTON, uk)

CITY BIkE SCHEME IN BuRGOS (SPAIN)

INCREASING BICYCLE uSE (BuRGOS, SPAIN)

NEW LEISuRE RELATED MOBILITY 
SERVICES (kRAkOW, POLAND)

http://www.eltis.org/study_sheet.phtml?study_id=1872&lang1=en
http://www.eltis.org/study_sheet.phtml?study_id=1458&lang1=en
http://www.eltis.org/study_sheet.phtml?study_id=1432&lang1=en
http://www.eltis.org/study_sheet.phtml?study_id=1482&lang1=en
http://www.eltis.org/study_sheet.phtml?study_id=1352&lang1=en
http://www.eltis.org/study_sheet.phtml?study_id=1328&lang1=en
http://www.eltis.org/study_sheet.phtml?study_id=1243&lang1=en
http://www.civitas-initiative.ORG/measure_sheet.phtml?lan=en&id=302
http://www.civitas-initiative.ORG/measure_sheet.phtml?lan=en&id=308
http://www.civitas-initiative.ORG/measure_sheet.phtml?lan=en&id=373
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As many other European cities Bolzano has participated in the european car free day held 
on September 22nd. On this specific day the city administration organised a lot of activities 
to promote alternative forms of traffic. For example all cyclists along the main bike lanes got a 
free breakfast, mobile garages repaired bikes free of charge and new signposting indicated 
the distances to important places in the city in minutes instead of kilometres. But the main 
activity was a slightly different race through the city centre where different means of transport 
participated. Object of this race was to demonstrate in a funny way which means of transport 
are the fastest,the cheapest and the healthiest. read more >

bus+bike is a reservation service allowing the inhabitants of Greater Besançon to visit the for-
est for picnics, bicycle rides or walks, leaving the car at home. This service is run by keolis, 
the operato r of ginko network as part of the european interreg 3b, Via nova. It began in July 
2006 and continues in 2009. read more >

Organized in 2008 by the Foundation cycling in Switzerland, ongoing 2009, engineering or 
infrastructural measures are combined with publicity or motivational campaign and/or practical 
offers to promote active modes of transport. Partners include authorities,Tourism, Railway & 
public transport. read more >

The foundations cycling in Switzerland and health Promotion Switzerland together with the 
federal office of Spatial development and Local authorities organize events promote active 
modes of transport by taking infrastructural measures and offering publicity and motivational 
campaigns. The first car-free day took place in 2000. in 2005 ten similar event followed and 
it is planned to repeat them every year. read more >

This TRANSPORT CANADA issue paper reviews the most common barriers & benefits, pro-
vides information on measures to encourage active transportation, & looks at a selection 
of successful initiatives. The campaigns in the case study are ongoing in 2009. The urban 
Transport Showcase Program ended. read more >

Vienna’s transport Master Plan aims to increase cycle traffic to 8% by 2020. To keep track of 
the number of cyclists, the City of Vienna uses several evaluation methods: Manual bicycle 
counting, Automatic bicycle counting , Interviews with cyclists & Projection model-based cal-
culations. read more >

A qualitative study investigated the perceptions of active modes of transport in Australia. This 
research was part-financed by the Health sector and conducted, during 1999-2002 in order 
to inform long-term local government transport planning in the south-west of Australia. The 
results were integrated into local area strategic transport planning. read more >

To maintain a strong cycling culture the City Council addresses locals & foreign visitors to 
promote cycling with maps, signs, routes, training, and equipment loan schemes with Local 
Authorities, Primary Care Trusts, the university, Cycling Campaign, & Chamber of Commerce 
support ongoing in 2009. read more >

This bike-to-shop scheme was first implemented in Breukelen in 2006, as part of a car & traf-
fic reduction plan. Following the successful Flemish model, shoppers collect stamps which 
give a chance to win prizes. The program was run by a consultancy hired by the city and will 
repeat annually. read more >

Implementing a 10 point-programme to encourage more cycling in an automobile industrial 
city made them more aware of bicycle as a means of transport. The project covered all parts 
of the society. It started in 2005, and is ongoing in 2009. read more >

A SLIGHTLY DIFFERENT RACE
(BOLzANO, ITALY)

buS+bike SERVICE ON DEMAND 
(BESANçON, FRANCE)

SWiSSMobile: PROMOTION OF ACTIVE 
MODES OF TRANSPORT (SWITzERLAND)

SloWuP – CAR FREE DAYS (SWITzERLAND)

AMENITIES AND PROGRAMS THAT 
ENCOuRAGE ACTIVE TRANSPORTATION 

IN ALL SEASONS (CANADA)

VELO MONITORING (VIENNA, AuSTRIA)

PERCEPTIONS OF ACTIVE MODES OF 
TRANSPORT (SOuTH WEST AuSTRALIA)

PROMOTING CYCLING IN THE CITY 
(CAMBRIDGE, uk)

GOING SHOPPING WITH BIkE BELLS 
RINGING (THE NETHERLANDS)

PROMOTING BICYCLE TRAFFIC IN AN 
AuTOMOBILE TOWN (GERMANY)
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http://www.tc.gc.ca/programs/environment/UTSP/allseasontransportation.htm
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http://www.eltis.org/study_sheet.phtml?study_id=728&lang1=en
http://www.cambridge.gov.uk/ccm/navigation/transport-and-streets/cycling-and-walking/
http://eltis.org/study_sheet.phtml?study_id=2136&lang1=en
http://eltis.org/study_sheet.phtml?study_id=2512&lang1=en
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The aim of the Munich corporate Mobility Management Program (McMMP) is to make the 
traffic and transport flows generated by the corporate sector more efficient and environmental-
ly and socially compatible. This can be achieved by shifting to a more environmentally friendly 
use of privately owned motorized vehicles and by ramping up the use of public transport and 
bicycles. The Program was initiated by the Munich City Council and is operated by the de-
partment of labor and economic development. read more >

The development of a national standard for cycle training has been the launching pad for a 
professional and quality driven approach to cycle training. This in turn has secured the full 
support of Government enabling funding to be tied to delivery of the standard. The result is a 
growing professional sector of nationally accredited instructors and training providers. Funded 
2005-2009. read more >

Jelgava in Latvia implemented a study on healthy cycling with the support of the baltic Sea 
cycling project. read more >

Many people in industrial countries suffer from serious health problems because they don’t do 
enough sports. Another problem in all bigger cities is the enormous volume of traffic especially 
during rush hour time. To use active modes of transport such as walking or cycling in every 
day life brings a relief for both situations. In the year 2000 the Wakefield Metropolitan District 
therefore started a behavior change campaign targeting at the whole population. read more >

PROMOTING THE BICYCLE IN THE 
MuNICH CORPORATE MOBILITY 

MANAGEMENT PROGRAM (GERMANY)

NATIONAL STANDARDIzATION 
OF CYCLE TRAINING & 

PROFESSIONALISING THE TRAINING (uk)

A STuDY ON HEALTHY CYCLING 
(JELGAVA, LATVIA)

PROMOTING ACTIVE MODES OF 
TRANSPORT (WAkEFIELD DISTRICT, uk)

HEALTH

A behaviour change campaign offered Cardiac Rehab patients in 2002 experience & training 
in human powered mobility in 6 communities. Stockport Primary care trust was a key partner. 
Projected ended in 2003 but spawned follow on activities initiatives across Manchester such 
as health on Wheels.read more >

The bicycle is ideal for many every day journeys - for your own health and the benefit of the 
environment. And it is fun! To activate more people to use the bicycle for every day transports, 
the VCL organizes a raffle cycling for your health. People working and/or living in Liechtenstein 
can participate. read more >

active travel works with policy-makers and practitioners to promote walking and cycling as 
health-enhancing physical activity. One of the easiest ways to increase physical activity is to 
include walking and cycling in the daily routine, such as during the journey to work or school. 
read more >

Mobility management services targeted as staff and patients of the Styrian health insurance 
company gkk. read more >

The main goal of this program is to reduce short car trips and shift them towards walking and 
cycling (mainly up to 3 km distance) without additional time consumption. The main argu-
ment for the participants is the increasing of their own fitness. The participants were given the 
Mobility / Health Diary which had been developed specifically. In order to find out whether the 
programme had yielded measurable results a classifying walking test was made as early as in 
the first project week (methodology of the ukk walking test). After 12 weeks, this walking test 
was repeated in order to measure the changes. read more >

CYCLE TRAINING FOR CARDIAC 
REHABILITATION PATIENTS (uk)

CYCLING FOR YOuR HEALTH 
(LIECHTENSTEIN)

actiVe tRaVel (uk)

HEALTH AND MOBILITY AT gkk
(GRAz, AuSTRIA)

MobilitY-health-land uSe PRogRaM: 
TRANSFER OF PHYSICAL ACTIVITIES 
INTO EVERY DAY’S ROuTINE.
(WEIz, AuSTRIA)
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http://www.eltis.org/study_sheet.phtml?study_id=1392&lang1=en
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Adults and especially senior citizens should understand the relation between health and mo-
bility (walking, riding the bicycle) and act accordingly. read more >

Life in our civilization is barely thinkable without cars. Some people are even convinced that 
one can not live without a car. But intensive car usage creates many problems. We stress 
ourselves by the car-induced hectic life. And we endanger our health twofold: we don’t move 
enough by our own force and we produce a health endangering air pollution. Car fasting 
brings us peace and contemplation in the period of lent; and we actively contribute to safe 
our planet. read more >

Many people in industrial countries suffer from serious health problems because they don’t do 
enough sports. Another problem in all bigger cities is the enormous volume of traffic especially 
during rush hour time. To use active modes of transport such as walking or cycling in every 
day life brings a relief for both situations. In the year 2000 the Wakefield Metropolitan District 
therefore started a behavior change campaign targeting at the whole population. read more 
>

A Mobility-health-land use Program has been carried out which deals with the transfer of 
physical activities into every day’s routine. The main goal of this program is to reduce short 
car trips and shift them towards mwalking and cycling without additional time consumption. 
The main argument / benefit to convince the participants is the increase of their own fitness. 
read more >

The Styrian Health Insurance Company Gkk, introduced a number of Mobility management 
services targeted at staff and patients in order to inform them about the benefits of alternative 
modes and to encourage a modal shift. For both target groups these measures have resulted 
in a reduction of the number of cars parked on site and an increase in the use of alternative 
transport modes. read more >

to be and StaY Mobile! MOBILITY 
COuRSES IN VADuz (LIECHTENSTEIN)

caR faSting – MOVING ON TO A 
HEALTH CITY

PROMOTING ACTIVE MODES OF 
TRANSPORT

(WAkEFIELD DISTRICT, uk)

WALkING AND CYCLING TO IMPROVE 
HEALTH VALuES

HEALTH AND MOBILITY AT HEALTH 
INSuRANCE COMPANY gkk (GRAz, AuSTRIA)

A behaviour change campaign with practical offers & activities for Cardiac Rehabilitation pa-
tients to experience and train human powdered mobility. In 2002-2003 8-week block pro-
grames of cycling and maintenance training took place in 6 communities. Stockport Primary 
Care Trust was a key partner. read more >

A local Agenda 21 partnership scheme between Sandwell Metropolitan Borough Council and 
Sandwell Primary Care Trust led to the appointment of a walking and cycling for health devel-
opment worker, based at the Health Authority. read more >

The project is based on the network of multi-disciplinary and multi-sector partners working 
together with mass media to promote hePa (health enhancing Physical activity) recommen-
dations. Partners organise walk tests, provide individual hePa counselling and disseminate 
publications. Started in 1999, ongoing in 2009. read more >

CYCLING FOR HEALTH IN NORTH WEST 
uNITED kINGDOM

PHYSICAL ACTIVITY CAMPAIGN 

SloVenia on the MoVe – MoVe to 
health

Information campaign for residents in Helsingborg about the opportunities available for cycling 
in and around the town, to encourage a positive attitude towards cycling. Initiatives: produc-
tion of a new pocket-format free cycle map, widely available throughout the city, making easier 
planning journeys; Cycle to Work campaigns; support and promotion of cycling. read more >

HAPPINESS IS CYCLING
(HELSINGBORG, SWEDEN)

LEISuRE / TOuRISM / SHOPPING 

This bike-to-shop scheme was first implemented in Breukelen in 2006, as part of a car & traf-
fic reduction plan. Following the successful Flemish model, shoppers collect stamps which 
give a chance to win prizes. The program was run by a consultancy hired by the city and will 
repeat annually. read more >

GOING SHOPPING WITH BIkE BELLS 
RINGING (THE NETHERLANDS)

http://www.eltis.org/study_sheet.phtml?study_id=1410&lang1=en
http://www.eltis.org/study_sheet.phtml?study_id=1407&lang1=en
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http://www.euro.who.int/transport/modes/20030206_1
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WORk

That lack of exercise is a major risk factor for ailments associated with modern lifestyles such 
as respiratory illnesses and overweight is a proven fact. Only 30 minutes of exercise a day will 
increase general fitness while lowering the risk of illness. It is therefore important to integrate 
exercise in daily life by, for example, using the bicycle for distances which need to be covered 
anyway. The initiative described below more specifically concerns the daily way to work, i.e. a 
form of day-to-day exercise that does not require any extra time. read more >

In 2005 the ig Velo Schweiz together with their partner Migros-genossenschafts-bund start-
ed a pilot project in which they invited companies to motivate ther employees to bike to work. 
The campaign was carried out over a time span of four weeks. read more >

The objective of the Mobility for Vitality Lifestyle Challenge was to encourage staff to walk and 
cycle more in their efforts to get fitter and healthier – preferable by shifting car trips towards 
non motorised modes of transport. This was a programme to help staff become more physi-
cally active. Those who registered for the Challenge committed to undertake a certain min. 
weekly frequency and intensity of physical activity from Oct.-Dec. 2006. Fitness testing was  
arried out at the beginning and end, and participants logged their activities in a special log 
book. Certificates have yet to be awarded. read more >

Employers and employees should experience the connection between daily physical exercise 
and health and act accordingly. Because already 30 minutes of exercise per day increases 
fitness while lowering the risk of illness, commuting to work is suitable for integrating physical 
activity into daily life. read more >

CYCLING TO WORk – FOR MORE DAY-
TO-DAY ExERCISE (GERMANY)

BIkE TO WORk IN BuCHS (SWITzERLAND)

THE MobilitY foR VitalitY LIFESTYLE 
CHALLENGE FOR CORk CITY COuNCIL
EMPLOYEES (IRELAND)

CYCLING TO WORk (VADuz, LIECHTENSTEIN)

In June and July 2005 the allgemeiner deutscher fahrrad club (adfc) (german federal 
bicycle association) together with the health insurance aok started a campaign to promote 
active modes of transport (commuter cycling) within employees of companies, universities 
and technical colleges. A similar project to that in Germany had already been carried out in 
Denmark and Norway holds such a campaign since 20 years. read more >

This project would like to encourange the use of the bicycle for business trips for employees
of the local authority within the city of Linz in Austria. read more >

The company anton Paar situated in Graz, Austria produces measuring and analytical equip-
ment for the industry and research. They started a campaign called anton Paar in bewegung 
(anton Paar in motion) to enhance healthy nutrition and physical exercise within their employ-
ees. Withing the campaign the company has already organized over 70 events. read more >

The We are biking to Work campaign motivates people to switch from car use to bicycle for 
the home to work trip. read more >

MOTIVATE EMPLOYEES TO BIkE TO 
WORk (GERMANY)

bicYcle aPPointMentS: THE uSE 
OF BICYCLES TO TRAVEL TO OuT-OF-

OFFICE APPOINTMENTS (LINz, AuSTRIA)

anton PaaR ENCOuRAGES THEIR 
EMPLOYEES TO CYCLE TO WORk

(GRAz, AuSTRIA)

We aRe biking to WoRk (DENMARk)

In summer of 2006 the vice principal of the Technical university in Graz Johann theurl and 
project manager gerhard kelz startet an initiative to prevent their collegues from going to work 
by car. Instead they should use public transport, bycicles or they should simply walk to work. 
Thereby the university wants to act as a role model to reduce CO

2
 emission. read more >

The pharmaceutical company Pfizer commits itself to efficient energy using and conservation 
and tries to reduce environmental pollution as good as possible. They try to implement this by 
rising environmental awareness within their employees. Pfizer is one of the first companies in 
the uk which produced it’s own award winning green transport plan. read more >

TECHNICAL uNIVERSITY GRAz –  
MOTIVATE COLLEAGuES TO LEAVE 
THEIR CAR AT HOME (AuSTRIA)

THE COMPANY PfizeR PROMOTES 
ENVIRONMENTAL AWARENESS IN AND 
OuTSIDE THE COMPANY (SANDWICH, uk)
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Since 2003, the County Council in uppsala is running a project called health cyclists aiming 
to convince regular car commuters to use bicycles when commuting. read more >

The bike to work campaign in Weiz started in May & June 2007. The participants formed 
bike-teams (groups of two persons) and the two bike-team members had to go to work by 
bicycle, on foot or by public transport for at least 20 days. The project, ongoing in 2009, has 
now expanded to cover all of Styria. read more >

The initiative bike to work aims to involve as much people as possible in bicycle use for ev-
eryday home-work displacements. Such a use of bicycle transport brings a lot of advantages: 
less stress, less queues and less loss of time looking for a parking space. Moreover, bicycle 
is a fast, funny and environmental friendly mean of transport and helps to keep in shape when 
there’s not much time to go to the gym! read more >

In 2005 the ig Velo Switzerland started a state-wide campaign to raise public awareness for 
active modes of transport (commuter cycling). Companies should take part in the event bike 
to work and motivate their employees to leave their car at home and instead use their bicycle 
as a means of transport. read more >

FROM CAR COMMuTER TO BICYCLE 
COMMuTER (uPPSALA, SWEDEN)

CYCLING TO WORk IN WEIz:
WeR Radl’t, geWinnt! (AuSTRIA)

IN BOLzANO WITH THE BIkE TO WORk

BIkE TO WORk IN SWITzERLAND

The company erdbau RaSS is a small earth-moving business in St.Johann in Tyrol. At the 
moment five excavators are in use in summer and three snow clearance machines in winter. 
The vehicles are all activated with biodegradable hydraulic oil. Some time ago the employees 
of the company started to cycle to their work place/ the construction site. read more >

As part of the efforts to persuade its employees to switch to alternative modes of transport, 
the Styrian Public health insurance fund (gkk) organised a cycling party for all of its employ-
ees and their families. read more >

In 2003 the Streets and Parks Department initiated a campaign directed towards the employ-
ees. The purpose of the campaign was, in short, to influence the commuting patterns in a 
sustainable direction. read more >

WITH THE BICYCLE TO THE 
CONSTRuCTION SITE IN ST. JOHANN 

(kITzBüHEL, AuSTRIA)

COMPANY CYCLING PARTY
(GRAz, AuSTRIA)

SuSTAINABLE COMMuTING PATTERNS 
AMONG THE EMPLOYEES

The Manchester Airport is a workplace for over 18,000 people and every day 80,000 trips are 
made to the airport. Most of them are single occupancy car journeys. To shift this proportion to 
other, more sustainable modes of transport the airport set up it’s own green commuter Plan. 
The employees should be informed about the high variety of modes of transport to their work-
place. Moreover these alternative choices should be improved and made more attractive. read 
more >

This social marketing program got more 2,684 non-cyclists to experience cycling. Follow up 
research of the 2006 programme indicated that 25% of these non-cyclists continued to bike 
more regularly after the Battle. 54% have consciously elected to cycle rather than use a car. 
read more >

Cycle to Work is a tax incentive aimed at encouraging employees to, er, cycle to work, thereby 
reducing air pollution and improving their health. The scheme allows employees to benefit from 
a long term loan of bikes and commuting equipment such as lights, locks and panniers com-
pletely tax free. read more >

GREEN COMMuTER PLAN OF THE 
MANCHESTER AIRPORT (uk)

THE bike WiSe buSineSS battle
(NEW zEALAND)

look out foR a bRand neW bike in 
YouR PaY Packet (uk)

http://www.eltis.org/study_sheet.phtml?study_id=1589&lang1=en
http://www.eltis.org/study_sheet.phtml?study_id=2178&lang1=en
http://www.eltis.org/study_sheet.phtml?study_id=1395&lang1=en
http://www.eltis.org/study_sheet.phtml?study_id=1465&lang1=en
http://www.eltis.org/study_sheet.phtml?study_id=1518&lang1=en
http://www.eltis.org/study_sheet.phtml?study_id=1491&lang1=en
http://www.eltis.org/study_sheet.phtml?study_id=675&lang1=en
http://eltis.org/study_sheet.phtml?study_id=1515&lang1=en
http://eltis.org/study_sheet.phtml?study_id=1515&lang1=en
http://getmorepeoplecycling.com/case-study-page/
http://www.bikeforall.net/content/cycle_to_work_scheme.php
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To improve health and promote active transport a social and individualized marketing cam-
paign was directed at employees aged 17 - 55 from a health care facility in Sydney in 2001 
and 2002. The campaign included posters, E-mail newsletters, events to promote awareness 
& behaviour change. read more >

Since 2003, the County Council in uppsala is running a project called health cyclists aiming 
to convince regular car commuters to use bicycles when commuting. read more >

PROMOTING ACTIVE TRANSPORT IN A 
WORkPLACE SETTING (SYDNEY, AuSTRALIA)

MOBILITY MANAGEMENT FOR 
HOSPITALS (NAMuR, BELGIuM)

Mit dem Rad zur arbeit (bike to Work) is a German nation-wide action which excites participants. 
It is carried out by the adfc cycling club and aok health insurance company. The aim is to 
make people use the bicycle for transport to work and to focus on health benefits. In 2008 
nearly 170,000 participated. read more >

The city of zurich has 110 bikes for city employees to use for business-related trips. Full-
maintenance, and easy access to the attractive bikes makes them popular with city staff. The 
project was recently upgraded, new bikes bought, and is ongoing in 2009. read more >

Mit deM Rad zuR aRbeit – CYCLING 
TO WORk (GERMANY)

zuRich’S coMPanY bikeS: EFFICIENT 
VEHICLES, POPuLAR WITH CITY 

EMPLOYEES (SWITzERLAND)

Older adults benefit from regular physical activity. It does not need to be strenuous to pro-
vide physical and mental health benefits. Giving and receiving social support from family and 
friends is related to regular physical activity.
Seniors obtain significant health benefits by doing moderate amount of physical activity, pref-
erably every day. Activities such as walking or cycling for daily transportation as well as recre-
ation are an excellent choice for this. 
The benefits of regular moderate physical activity include that it:
• Helps people continue to live independently and 
• Reduces risks of falling and bone fractures. 
• Reduces risks from coronary heart disease, high blood pressure, cancers, and diabetes. 
• Maintains healthy muscles, bones, and joints. 
• Improves sleep quality, mood and feelings of well-being as well as reduce anxiety and de-

pression symptoms.
• Aids in blood pressure reduction for some 
• Helps people develop stamina and muscle strength. 
• Helps control joint swelling and pain associated with arthritis. 

The cases presented in this section include  a wide variety of training sessions and formats 
to help seniors:
• feel safe cycling in their town or city 
• continue participating actively in society
• keep up with changes in traffic laws, 
• learn how to use current technologies, from GPS and GSM to electric-assisted bikes and 

trikes

Other sections of this handbook include cases that can be relevant to seniors, including: 
Cycle to shop, cycle training for children and (grand-) parents, safe routes to schools, etc.

BEST PRACTICES FOR SENIORS

Courses to inform older people about new technological developments concerning trans-
port that they could perceive as barriers and that can decrease their mobility levels. The 
sessions provide information about mobility and health, safe cycling and safe driving. Op-
portunities in the region for cycling and walking as well as the environmental and health ef-
fects of using the different modes of transport are also illustrated. Following the pilot phase 
in Thun in 1999–2000, the project has now been implemented in a many cities in Swit-
zerland. The expansion of the project is supported by the Swiss federal office of energy 
and the Swiss federal office of Public health. read more >

being and StaYing Mobile – 
THE uSE OF MODERN MODES OF 

TRANSPORT (THuN, SWITzERLAND)

http://eltis.org/study_sheet.phtml?study_id=2506&lang1=en
http://www.eltis.org/study_sheet.phtml?study_id=27&lang1=en
http://www.eltis.org/study_sheet.phtml?study_id=2134
http://eltis.org/study_sheet.phtml?study_id=2507&lang1=en
http://www.euro.who.int/transport/modes/20030122_2
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The purpose of the project is to encourage elder people to keep cycling in a daily manner to 
help them to stay in touch with the surrounding society and stay health. The project involved 
the fietsersbond, transport organizations & government. It began in 2001 and is ongoing in 
2009. read more >

Senior citizen training courses help them enjoy everyday cycling again. Featuring an occu-
pational therapist and alternative bikes specially equipped for those with reduced mobility. 
Partners: green city, hpv-germany & treffpunkt 55, supported by Munich city council. Begun 
in 2006, ongoing 2008. read more >

Safe and healthY on the bike 
ENCOuRAGING SENIORS TO kEEP 
CYCLING TO STAY ENGAGED & FIT 

(BELGIuM)

SENIOR CYCLING:  A PLuS IN OLDER 
CITIzENS QuALITY OF LIFE

(MuNICH, GERMANY)

Adults and especially senior citizens should understand the relation between health and mobility 
(walking, riding the bicycle) and act accordingly. read more >

to be and StaY Mobile – MOBILITY 
COuRSES IN VADuz (LIECHTENSTEIN)

http://www.euro.who.int/transport/modes/20030206_4
http://www.eltis.org/study_sheet.phtml?study_id=1410
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SELECTED BIBLIOGRAPHY AND 
INTERNET REFERENCES 

life cycle
LIFE CYCLE is a project of the Eu’s Public Health Programme. The aim is to integrate cy-
cling as the natural mean of transport in daily life. LIFE CYCLE wants to change the increas-
ing sedentary lifestyles of people by adding physical activity to the daily routines. Within the 
programme’s framework, LIFE CYCLE contributes to the overall objective to fight growing 
obesity and overweight figures as well as to foster preventive behaviour by leading a physi-
cally active life.

The project’s focus is all about cycling covering all stages of life from kindergarten until retire-
ment. LIFE CYCLE starts with making cycling an important part of life in early childhood and 
keeps it habitual for the entire lifespan. The main product of LIFE CYCLE is an implementation 
manual out of tested measures to create a lifetime of cycling.

The LIFE CYCLE website offers you more detailed information on our doings. Please feel free 
to scan through the website and learn more about the LIFE CYCLE actions, target groups, 
products, results and the people engaged in the project!
go to LIFE CYCLE web page

eltis – european local transport information service 
ELTIS is Europe’s portal for local transport news and events, transport measures, policies and 
practices implemented in cities and regions across Europe. It is an initiative of the European 
Commission’s Directorate General for Energy and Transport. The aim of ELTIS is to provide 
information and support a practical transfer of knowledge and exchange of experience in the 
field of urban and regional transport in Europe.
go to ELTIS web page

civitas
CIVITAS - cleaner and better transport in cities - stands for CIty-VITAlity-Sustainability. With 
the CIVITAS Initiative, the EC aims to generate a decisive breakthrough by supporting and 
evaluating the implementation of ambitious integrated sustainable urban transport strategies 
that should make a real difference for the welfare of the European citizen. The CIVITAS Initiative 
helps cities to achieve a more sustainable, clean and energy efficient urban transport system 
by implementing and evaluating an ambitious, integrated set of technology and policy based 
measures.
go to CIVITAS web page

epomm
EPOMM is the European Platform on Mobility Management, a network of governments in 
European countries that are engaged in Mobility Management (MM). They are represented 
by the Ministries that are responsible for MM in their countries. EPOMM is organised as an 
international non profit organisation with seat in Brussels. The main aims of EPOMM are to 
promote and further develop Mobility Management in Europe as well as to support active 
information exchange and learning on Mobility Management between European countries.
go to EPOMM web page

fietsberaad
This is international website of the Dutch Fietsberaad (Bicycle Council), the expertise centre 
for cycling and all related subjects. This English website provides access to the most up-
to-date information, the main facts and the best examples from the Netherlands and other 
countries. It also contains general information in French, German and Spanish, and the most 
requested information will gradually be available in these languages too.
go to FIETSBERAAD web page

the pep 
The portal for user-friendly access to policy, legal and scientific information, as well as good 
practices, on Transport, Health and Environment in the pan-European region. THE PEP Clear-
ing House was established within the Transport, Health and Environment Pan-European Pro-
gramme (THE PEP).
go to THE PEP web page

a physically active life through everyday transport
with a special focus on children and older people and examples and approaches from Europe 
(2002) download document [pdf, 415KB]

http://lifecycle.cc/
http://www.eltis.org/Vorlage.phtml?sprache=en
http://www.civitas-initiative.org/main.phtml?lan=en
http://www.epomm.org/
http://www.fietsberaad.nl/
http://www.thepep.org/CHWebsite/
http://www.euro.who.int/document/e75662.pdf
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